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Introduction
Confidentiality of individual health data corresponds to the right to privacy as a basic
human right, as declared in 1948 (1). For a long time, to share this knowledge with
the individual has been a privilege of the physician as chosen by the patient, and
legislation supported this (in the Western world). Sanctions were put on physicians
for violating the law and this code of ethics. Exemptions were restricted to defined
epidemic diseases (public health) and criminals. Due to the rising importance of costeffectiveness in health care to society, social insurance systems and governmental
health authorities require increasingly more information on individual health data.
Data per se are neutral facts that can be stored, retrieved and processed.
Data processing embraces impact of describing, specifying, categorizing and selecting
data.
The ethical life includes the good fortune of not having to have a will.
The will as a subject enforces a decision. It introduces good and evil into a world of
neutral facts, into a world of a timeless presence. (2)
Connecting data with a question, an intention, a hidden aim in algorithms, these soft
components of a search machine produce an enormous surplus of information –
uncontrollable by any individual concerned.
This applies even more so when links interlinking data bases are used.
Due to technical IT innovation, the 1995 EU Data Protection Directive (Directive
95/46/EC) (3) needed a reform.
In paper Com (2010) 609 (3), the European Commission presented “A comprehensive
approach on personal data protection in the European Union”, suggesting the EU to
have a single legal instrument for regulating data protection, in line with the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights (3). This Reform Paper was published on May 4 th,
2016, the Directive entered into force on May 5th, 2016, the Regulations on May 24th,
2016, to be transposed into national law by May 2018.
Personal data includes all information relating to an identified or identifiable person
(3). Data controllers and data processors are obliged to take account of all the means
(4) likely to identify a natural person.
Health data as such are not sensitive data, as long as they do not relate to an
identifiable natural person. The danger starts with data processing, and legislation
should aim at that.
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Why do we need confidentiality?
In this era where sharing intimate stories on Facebook is common, some might think that confidentiality of medical
information is outdated.
But confidentiality is one of the core duties of medical practice.
If personal information of the patient were not protected, trust in the physician gets lost, patient relationship will be
diminished and patients will be less likely to share sensitive information, which will negatively impact their care (5).
Cross linking of sensitive data relating to a natural person may harm our patients as individuals, e.g.:


If you are HIV positive, you may be denied a bank credit.



If you are suspected to develop dementia, you may be denied access to your bank account and control of your
property.



If you survived cancer, it is more difficult to get a life insurance or a medical insurance.



And, least you forget the Godwin law, every discussion ends with Hitler and what his regime did with
“affected people”.

Exceptions from protecting sensitive personal data are defined by men made laws, by politicians elected by majorities
(“Five C’s”) (6).


Who protects the minorities?



Who decides if religious / political convictions are criminal?

Timothy Garton Ash in his book “Free Speech” (2016) (4) speaks about Big Cats and Big Dogs and Mice (small people),
where information is concerned.
Big Cats are Google, Amazon, Facebook or Apple (GAFA).
Big Dogs are the USA, China or Europe.
And small people … you and me.
The Big Cats know a lot about us, the Big Dogs hold the power to make laws about what can be shared as confidential
information, and we, small people, can vote for Big Dogs but not for Big Cats (4).
Mariana Mazzucato (7) enlightens the interactive structure of the empowered virtual hybrid “DoCa”.
Technical development, the big business, comes from scientists that are in first line innovative and in second line
money-motivated. If you dig deeper the public money comes from the dogs, and the steering members of the dogs are
motivated by the cats’ money – as a kick back.
The state, or, in any case, the administration we have elected are shareholders and contractors of the companies,
which develop the tools to destroy individualism and freedom.

Big Cats, Big Dogs (4)
Research of huge piles of meta data are now big business. The world is always in turmoil, at least according to the
press, but that has a paradox effect:
There is more fear, and yet more people share more data … and leave it open to big corporations to deal with
confidential information.
Google is the biggest, followed by Facebook, to know about your health. Every single byte you look up or share is
noted, processed and followed by an anonym algorithm.
Follow the cash route and you can diagnose pregnancy, depression, intention to migrate.
Cross links and background storage of defined interpretation of content make that possible.
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Future Issues
Now coming back to family practice and primary care and sensitive health data – how should we practitioners position
ourselves?


Do we act according to legislation?



Do we keep secrets in the best interest of our individual patients?



How do we handle arising conflicts of interest between public and economic matters and private individual
benefit or welfare?

The contract is between the patient as “customer” and the practitioner as the “health provider” following certain
safety rules – one of the most important issues is confidentiality.
The integrity of the contract partner is a fundamental cornerstone of trust and has to be protected against being
violated by interests of other spheres like religious, political, ethnic and economic influences.
We all are members of the global society after a humanistic revolution in the middle of the 19 th century. Despite the
fact that many of us still do not realize this history of mankind yet, we are now all caught in a dense compressed face
of this evolution.
We are elements of that - the evolution of information flow, of access to knowledge and the ability to communicate in
real time round the globe – including abuse of these instruments.
The challenge is to humanize the evolution of knowledge within our social human society and to avoid that the
evolution becomes a revolution eating up its advantages (“-children”(8)).
The way out might be (sOP versus sPP):
Strict Open Transparency of the Dogs and Cats and strict Protected Privacy for the individuals.
A symbiosis of humanism and knowledge described as a dynamic process (Prof.Dr. W. Leinfellner, Editor of the journal
Theory and Decision) needs time and space and the chance to realise self-organization.
Small minded political actors and misled public mainstream are not only obstacles in a dynamic interactive
development – but also they can have dangerous impacts.
The future therefore lies in a physically separated data storage equipment, encrypted and under the strict control of
the physical person who is the data’s owner.

Take Home Message


Every individual can be defined by a set of data. Harm arises from data processing, not from data as such or
data storage.



Data processing is driven by hidden interests in gaining economic and / or political power over individuals,
societies, governments and the globe. Media are a tool of the “dogs”- Dogs are often paid and steered by the
cats and the tax payers have to cover the holes in the budget (7) .



Possession of data is the basis of power. Processing data rules the world. Who gets the benefit? Who asks the
questions – and which are their (cats & dogs (4)) aims?



A strong ethical impact is needed. Pure ethic is free of political and religious influences. Legislation to protect
individuals must be based on ethical intentions – but consider: the way to hell is paved with good intentions.



As Primary Care Physicians and Family Doctors, we must keep in mind the best interest and safety of our
patients – and last but not least – of ourselves.
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Original Abstract
http://www.woncaeurope.org/content/161-confidentiality-issues-primary-care-qualitative-study
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